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Spectral wave dissipation based on observations: a global validation Fabrice Ardhuin*, Fabrice Collard**, Bertrand Chapron***, Pierre Queffeulou***, Jean-François Filipot*, Mathieu Hamon**** * Service Hydrographique et Océanographique de la Marine, 29609 Brest, France ** BOOST-Technologies, 29280 Plouzané, France *** Laboratoire d'Océanographie Spatiale, Ifremer, 29280 Plouzané, France **** Laboratoire de Physique des Océans, Université de Bretagne Occidentale, 29238 Brest, France Abstract: Existing parameterizations of wave dissipation used in spectral wave models have provided excellent results in most of the world ocean, but lead to significant and persisting errors. Here a new parameterization is proposed that simply combines the observed swell dissipation and a saturationbased dissipation compatible with observed wave breaking probabilities. This parameterization is adjusted to provide an accurate hindcast of the global wave field as observed by in situ buoys, and a preliminary validation is presented. The resulting global model is shown to outperform all existing operational models to date in terms of significant wave height, and peak and mean periods. The model further provides a better rendering of the high frequency part of the wave spectrum, as validated with C-band radar altimeter cross sections, with important applications for remote sensing. Improvement and adjustment of the model is in progress, with a view to further improving high frequency waves and coastal sea states. I.



INTRODUCTION



A. Generalities For the last 50 years, spectral wave modeling has been largely based on the wave energy balance equation [1], which describes the radiation of the spectral density of the surface elevation variance F distributed over frequencies f and directions θ,



dF = S atm + S nl + Soc + S bt , dt



(1)



where the Lagrangian derivative is the rate of change of the spectral density when following a wave packet at its group speed in physical and spectral space. The source function on the right hand side is separated into an atmospheric source function Satm(f,θ), a nonlinear scattering term Snl(f,θ), an ocean source Soc(f,θ), and a bottom source Sbt(f,θ). This separation is somewhat arbitrary, but, compared to the usual separation of deep-water evolution in input, non-linear interactions, and dissipation, it has the benefit of identifying where the energy is going to or coming from. Satm gives the flux of energy from the atmospheric non-wave motion to the wave motion, it is the sum of a wave generation term Sin and a wind-generation term (often referred to as negative wind input, i.e. a wind output) Sout. The nonlinear scattering term Snl represents all processes that lead to an exchange of wave energy between the different spectral components. In deep and intermediate water depth, this is dominated by cubic interactions between



quadruplets of wave trains [2,3], while quadratic nonlinearities play an important role in shallow water [4]. The ocean source Soc may accommodate wavecurrent interactions and interactions of surface and internal waves, but here it is restricted to wave breaking and wave-turbulence interactions, and the dissipation of wave energy in the ocean bottom boundary layer. Finally, interactions with the bottom will not be considered here, and are discussed elsewhere [5,6]. The basic principle underlying eq. (1) is that waves essentially propagate as a superposition of linear wave groups with a weak-inthe-mean evolution due the processes listed above. Recent reviews have questioned the possibility of further improving numerical wave models without changing these basic principles [7]. Although this may be true in the long term, we demonstrate here that it is still possible to improve model results significantly by including more physical constraints in the source term parameterizations. The main advance proposed in the present paper is the adjustment of a shape-free dissipation function based on today's knowledge on the breaking of random waves [8,9] and the dissipation of swells over long distances [10]. B. Deficiencies of the WAM-Cycle 4 family of parameterizations Models that use the dissipation parameterizations of the form proposed by Komen et al. [11] have been



refined over the last 25 years [12] with the introduction of new features [13]. In spite of their relative success for the estimation of the significant wave height Hs and peak period Tp, the original fixed-shape dissipation functions have terrible built-in defects, like the spurious effect of swell on wind sea growth, with stronger growth modeled with higher swells, as shown on figure 1, and discussed in [14].



fmax=max{0.72 Hz, 2.5 fm, 2.5 fmwg, 4 fPM}, where fm is the mean frequency corresponding to the mean period Tm0,-1, fmwg is the same parameter with a spectral integral restricted to the part of the spectrum where the wind-wave interaction term Satm is positive, and fPM is the Pierson-Moskowitz peak frequency for the local wind speed. For f > fmax, the spectrum is extrapolated to 0.72 Hz using a f -5 tail.



Figure 1. Fetch-limited growth during the 9.5 m/s wind case of SHOWEX, discussed in [14]. The BAJ parameterization [12] is particularly sensitive to swell at short fetch (differences between × and + symbols). The new dissipation term, described below is not sensitive to swell, and allows a better fit to the observations. Differences at large fetch are an artifact of the sea-swell separation.



Associated with that defect also comes a strong reduction of high frequency energy. Both effects are due to the use of a mean steepness for the entire spectrum, defined from a mean wavenumber , with the peak and low frequency dissipated at a rate proportional to k /, which generally decreases when swell height increases, and the high frequency dissipated at a rate proportional to k2 /2 which increases with swell height. The high frequency energy level depends on the balance of all source terms. Here we use a WAMCycle 4 form, as modified by [12], and verify the adequacy of this high frequency dissipation using Cband normalized radar cross sections σ0 from the JASON satellite altimeter. The values of σ0 have been reduced by 1.2 dB to fit other C-band observations [15]. The observed filtered mean square slope is given by [16], mssC=0.64/σ0. The C-band mss is obtained from the modelintegrated mss in the band 0.03 to 0.72 Hz by adding a constant of 0.015, which corrects the bias at the peak of the distribution and is meant to represent the unresolved high frequency waves that are present in the altimeter measurements but not in the model calculation. In the new model parameterization, described below, this correction is only 0.011. The model uses a maximum effective frequency



Figure 2. Modelled versus observed filtered mean square slopes for January to June 2007 over the globe. Observations are obtained from JASON’s C-band altimeter. (a) Model with BAJ parameterization, (b) simple empirical model based on the ECMWF wind speed: mssC=0.013 + 0.0016 U10, (c) new model. Gray scales show the normalized number of occurrences in each 0.001 by 0.001 bin.



Model and satellite data were averaged in space and time along the satellite track, over 8 seconds segments, taking 1 Hz data every two points.



The BAJ parameterization leads to poor surface slope statistics (figure 2), making it ill-suited for remote sensing applications. Although the method for derive the C-band mss could be improved [17], the model sensitivity to swells results in a Pearson’s correlation coefficient between the altimeter data and the model-derived mss that, at 0.87, is lower than the correlation of the mssC with the wind used to drive the model (0.91, figure 2b). Indeed, mssC is essentially a function of the wind speed U10 and the wave height, a surrogate variable for both swell and wave age [17]. The model behavior appears more clearly when binning the data as a function of these two variables (figure 3). The BAJ parameterization for U10 > 3 m/s gives higher mssC for lower wave heights, contrary to the observations. This defect is also shared by the new parameterization for U10 > 17 m/s, which is likely due to the abusive use of a f -5 for f > fmax , which is as low as 0.3 Hz for these large wind speeds. For the low wind speeds the paradoxical behaviour of mssC is another artifact of the mean steepness through the k2/2 dissipation term. In the new parameterization, defined, below there is no influence of one frequency on another, which is more realistic, but apparently exaggerated. Indeed, the spread of mssC at 3 
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